This month, the Lloyd Library dives deep into the field of pharmacognosy, the study of natural medicine. Our upcoming exhibition, *Pharmacognosy Illustrated*, pays tribute to our founders, the Lloyd Brothers, and showcases natural medicines manufactured more than 100 years ago. The Lloyd Library also makes an appearance at this year's American Society of Pharmacognosy Conference.

---

**Phar'-ma-cog-no-sy Illustrated Opens Friday**

When: Friday, July 20, 5:30-8 p.m.
Where: Lloyd Library & Museum

Celebrate the opening of the Lloyd Library & Museum's latest exhibition showcasing the dynamic field of pharmacognosy, the development of pharmaceuticals from the natural world. Free and open to the public.

---

**Radio Interview on New Lloyd Exhibit**

Join WVXU host Lee Hay and Executive Director Patricia Van Skaik for a conversation about the Lloyd's upcoming exhibition *Pharmacognosy Illustrated*. Click [here](#) as they talk about natural medicine and walk through the exhibit.

---

**Digitalis Digitized!**
The Lloyd's rare 1821 work *Digitalium Monographia* has been digitized and is now available online. This book showcases hand-colored illustrations with many species of digitalis, the flowering medicinal plant known as foxglove. Digitalis has been historically used to treat heart and circulatory conditions. Images from *Digitalium* are also now available on notecards and posters in the Lloyd Library Gift Shop.

Stay Connected

Visit [www.lloydlibrary.org](http://www.lloydlibrary.org) for complete list of hours.